A factor analytic study of symptoms in acute schizophrenia.
The three-syndrome model of schizophrenic phenomenology has been well established in chronic illness. We report an attempt to replicate this concept in a sample of acutely unwell schizophrenic patients. Factor analysis was performed using PSE data collected within a week of admission from 114 patients who met DSMIII(R) diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia. Four main factors accounted for 58% of the variance. The first two factors closely resembled Liddle's disorganisation and psychomotor poverty syndromes. Hallucinations and delusions loaded separately under the third and fourth factors. To examine the validity of these four syndromes, the relationships between factor scores and other clinical data were examined. The disorganisation syndrome was associated with a history of multiple past admissions and a longer lifetime duration of in-patient treatment.